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Russia on Monday expelled two Czech diplomats, retaliating over the expulsion of two of its
own embassy workers from Prague this month over a fake story about a poisoning plot.

The Russian Foreign Ministry summoned Czech envoy Vitezslav Pivonka and informed him
that "two employees of the Czech Embassy in Moscow are declared personas non-gratae," it
said in a statement.

Related article: Czechs Expel Russian Diplomats Over Poison Plot Hoax

"They are ordered to leave Russian territory with their family members" by end of day
Wednesday, it said, calling the move a "mirror measure in response to Prague's provocative
action."
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An April report in the Czech weekly magazine Respekt claimed Russia had plans to poison
officials in Prague after the removal of a controversial Cold War-era statue of Soviet general
Ivan Konev, leading the mayor and several others to be placed under police protection.

Czech authorities on June 5 accused a Russian embassy employee of spreading the poison plot
rumor and expelled two diplomats from the country. 

Moscow dismissed the Respekt report as "sick fantasies" and described the expulsion of
diplomats as a "hostile measure."

The Russian Foreign Ministry called accusations against its embassy workers "absurd and
baseless," and had warned retaliation would follow.

Czech envoy Pivonka on Monday told Russian agencies that the two countries will hold
consultations, with the Konev statue's potential restoration among the issues to be discussed.

"This is an expected and symmetric reaction to our steps," Czech foreign ministry
spokeswoman Zuzana Stichova told AFP Monday, adding that the Czech side considers the
problem to be "resolved."

Konev led Red Army troops that liberated Prague from the Nazis in 1945. 

He was also in charge of Operation Whirlwind which crushed the Hungarian Uprising against
Moscow in 1956.

The diplomatic explusions have further soured already strained relations between Prague and
the Kremlin.
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